


Electricity in the Air

s The most spectacular example 
of a natural electrostatic 
discharge occurs in a 
thundercloud.

s Lightning bolts occur because 
of a difference in charge 
between a cloud and the 
ground, between two clouds, or 
between parts of the same 
cloud.



Electricity in the Air

s Positive charges are more common at the top of the 
cloud where ice and snow form.

s The heavier, negatively charged water molecules 
drop lower in the cloud.



Electricity in the Air

s The negative charges at the base of the cloud are 
attracted toward the ground below.

s When the difference in the charge becomes great 
enough, a giant spark is released through the air.



Electricity in the Air

s Once a complete path forms, a surge of electricity 
moves back up the cloud.

s The flash we call lightning is this returned stroke.

s This results in an explosive release of energy.



Electricity in the Air

s This surrounding air is 
heated and expands 
rapidly, producing thunder.

s Lightning can reach 
temperatures of more than 
28,000ºC (50,400ºF) and 
can release 200 million 
volts of electricity.



Electricity in the Air



Lightning Safety
Indoors

s Get indoors during thunderstorms and stay away 
from windows and doors.

s Avoid plumbing, electrical appliances, and corded 
phones.



Lightning Safety
Outdoors

s If outdoors, reduce your risk of 
injury by avoiding tall objects, 
isolated trees, metal structures, 
open areas, and water.

s Crouch down to reduce your 
height.



What Happens if Struck by 
Lightning?



Using Static Electricity

s You know static electricity 
can be a nuisance when it 
makes your clothes stick 
together or when you get 
shock from touching a 
doorknob.

s But the attraction between 
charged objects can be used 
for a variety of practical 
modern devices.



Using Static Electricity
Pollution Control

s Many industries use static 
electricity to help control 
pollution.

s Let’s study the diagram of 
how pollution can be 
controlled in a smock stack.



Using Static Electricity
Pollution Control

1. Dirt and smoke particles 
move through a 
smokestack.

2. The particle pass through a 
negatively charged metal 
plate and receive a 
negative charge.



Using Static Electricity
Pollution Control

3. The charged particles are 
attracted to positively 
charged collecting plates.

4. Collecting plates are 
knocked to remove the dirt 
and smoke particles.

5. Clean waste gas continues 
through the smokestack.



Using Static Electricity
Printing and Advertising

s Photocopiers and printers use electric charges, dry 
ink (toner) and light to copy print onto paper. 

s The drum is given an electric charge.

s An image of the original is 
projected onto the drum.

s The charge disappears 
when the light strikes the 
metal surface.



Using Static Electricity
Printing and Advertising

s The toner ink is attracted to the dark image on the 
drum.

s As paper with the opposite 
charge moves past the 
drum, the ink transfers to 
the paper.

s Heat fixes the image onto 
paper.



Using Static Electricity
Printing and Advertising

s Advertisers use static-cling vinyl for brightly colored, 
removable sings, decals, and stickers.

s The plastic is positively 
charged and requires no 
glue to stick to negatively 
charged glass windows and 
metal surfaces.



Using Static Electricity
Spray Painting

s A metal car body is treated to 
that it has a negative charge.

s As paint is sprayed from a 
specially designed sprayer, it 
becomes positively charged.

s The positively charged paint is attracted to the 
negatively charged metal.

s This ensures an even coating of paint on the car, 
which will protect the car from weather damage.


